Does the occurrence of certain rare cancers indicate an inherited cancer susceptibility?
We sought to determine whether rare cancers indicate an increased risk of inherited cancer susceptibility. We ascertained 77 individuals with rare cancers which occur with increased relative risk in carriers of germline BRCA1/BRCA2 (fallopian, young-onset pancreatic) or HNPCC (biliary, small intestinal, urothelial, gallbladder, young-onset pancreatic) mutations. Individuals with two primary neoplasms (7), or with a first- or two second-degree relatives with breast/ovarian cancer were tested for BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations (18); those with two primary HNPCC cancers or one first degree relative with an HNPCC-related cancer were tested for mutations in MLH1/MSH2 (19). Of these 77 individuals with cancer (19 fallopian, 8 gallbladder, 17 biliary, 17 pancreatic, 11 urothelial, 5 small intestinal), 39 (50.6%) had at least one first degree relative with cancer (excluding lung and skin); two conformed to Bethesda HNPCC criteria. No definitely pathogenic germline MLH1 and MSH2 mutations were found in 19 individuals, although 2 MSH2 variants were detected. A family history of breast/ovarian, HNPCC or colon cancer in a first degree relative was found in 40% of fallopian, 20% of biliary, 35% of pancreatic, 27% of urothelial and 20% of small bowel cancer patients. A BRCA1 frameshift mutation was detected in a woman with fallopian (54 y) and breast (39 y) cancers, and a BRCA2 nonsense mutation in a woman with biliary (48 y) and breast (45 y) cancers. This study supports the premise that the occurrence of rare (especially double primary) cancers does indicate an increased cancer susceptibility, although the numbers of cases ascertained were too small to draw firm conclusions.